
NOTES
Acoustic Panel

By Luca Nichetto



FACTS

Notes consists of five different shapes that you can dress in a fabric of your choice. These
shapes can then be rearranged by moving them sideways. Notes not only absorb sound, but
also help divide space in a new and exciting way. So instead of building and tearing down
walls to construct new spaces, the user can be creative and easily rearrange Notes in different
ways to meet their specific need.

”I’m from Venice Italy, where a common way of drying laundry is by throwing them over any
available cable that you find hanging between houses. When kids play football on the street,
the clothes hanging over the lines muffles the sound of the bouncing football and screaming
kids. So I used that as inspiration and tried to transfer it in to an industrial product”, says Luca
Nichetto.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

HUSHFABRIC

H 850, W 850, D 45 H  1600, W 800, D 45

NOTES

ACCESSORIES
Rails in metal incl. linking device excl. hanging device.

RAILS

DETAIL

BASFILL
MATERIAL

H 1200, W 1000, D 45 H 2100, W 1150, D 45

H 1170, W 1950, D 45

Acoustic panel assembled in ceiling. Made out of textile waste from the Offecct production.
Standard upholstery Hush from Gabriel.
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SOUNDWAVE®
BASFILL

Accessories
By Offecct Design

Studio



FACTS

Basfill is a complement to Soundwave® acoustic panels (except for Luna and Pix). Basfill is a
filling that you place inside the Soundwave® panel that provides sound absorption
characteristics in the lower frequencies (150 Hz to 500 Hz). Sound in the lower frequencies are
bass tones that often perceives as tiresome such as traffic and ventilation. By reducing the
sound in the lower frequencies you get an environment where it is easier to concentrate and
where speech becomes clearer which improves communication with others in your
environment.

Basfill is an environmentally friendly product made of 40% recycled textiles and 20% of
recycled PET. The remaining newly manufactured fiber melts and bonds the materials
together into a plate. Basfill is easy to fit and will give you more flexibility to adjust your
Soundwave® panels for various needs.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

BASFILL

SOUNDWAVE® BASFILL

Seperate filling made of recycled textile and PET. Basfill is being placed inside the Soundwave
panels in order to improve sound absorption in the lower frequency range (150-500 Hz). Basfill
is available as accessories to all Soundwave panels except for Luna and Pix.
Dimensions: H 550, W 550, D 20
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HUSH

by Gabriel



60203	

60155	 61226

60154	 60158

60900	 60159



61176	 65078

61174	 63058	

61225	 64120	 65077

62068	 63083	 64148



66133	 67048	 68160

66169	 67046	 68103

66170	 68159

60156	 66135	 68102

					60159
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